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Sampling-Based Planning for Retrieving
Near-Cylindrical Objects in Cluttered

Scenes Using Hierarchical Graphs
Hao Tian , Chaoyang Song , Senior Member, IEEE, Changbo Wang ,

Xinyu Zhang , and Jia Pan , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We present an incremental sampling-based task and
motion planner for retrieving near-cylindrical objects, like bottle,
in cluttered scenes, which computes a plan for removing obstacles
to generate a collision-free motion of a robot to retrieve the target
object. Our proposed planner uses a two-level hierarchy, including
the first-level roadmap for the target object motion and the second-
level retrieval graph for the entire robot motion, to aid in deciding
the order and trajectory of object removal. We use an incremental
expansion strategy to update the roadmap and retrieval graph
from the collisions between the target object, the robot, and the
obstacles, in order to optimize the object removal sequence. The
performance of our method is highlighted in several benchmark
scenes, including a fixed robotic arm in a cluttered scene with
known obstacle locations and a scene, where locations of some
objects or even the target object are unknown due to occlusions.
Our method can also efficiently solve the high-dimensional plan-
ning problem of object retrieval using a mobile manipulator and
be combined with the symbolic planner to plan complex multistep
tasks. We deploy our method to a physical robot and integrate
it with nonprehensile actions to improve operational efficiency.
Compared to the state-of-the-art approaches, our method reduces
task and motion planning time up to 24.6% with a higher success
rate, and still provides a near-optimal plan.

Index Terms—Manipulation planning, motion and path
planning, object retrieval, task planning.
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NOMENCLATURE

O The set of all objects (including the target object).
Ocol The set of objects colliding with the robot.
Og The target object.
M The roadmap of the target object.
E The set of roadmap edges.
N The set of retrieval graph nodes.
H The set of retrieval graph edges.
L The exploration limit.
Π The set of robot motions.
xs The start configuration point of the target object.
x Roadmap node.
ng The goal node of the retrieval graph containing xg.
g The set of preset grasps.
rb The radius of footprint circle of the object.
rf The thickness of the gripper finger.
Or The sequence of objects to be removed for retrieving the

target object.
Onew The set of new objects is found in the occlusion scenario.
Oi Object i.
X The set of roadmap nodes.
G The retrieval graph.
Nr The sequence of retrieval graph nodes along the best

path.
R The object removal sequence.
K The sampling limit.
T The number of roadmap samples in each iteration.
xg The goal configuration point of the target object.
ns The start node of the retrieval graph containing xs

n Retrieval graph node.
gj Grasp j.
rg The radius of the target object.
rbase The half of the gripper base length.

I. INTRODUCTION

OBJECT retrieval in cluttered scenes is a challenging task
and motion planning (TAMP) problem, e.g., the robot

retrieves an item from the refrigerator in the kitchen or the
shelves in the warehouse, as shown in Fig. 1(a). From the task
perspective, the robot must determine which objects to remove in
what order, even in challenging situations where the robot only
has partial observation to the cluttered objects due to occlusions.
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Fig. 1. (a) Retrieving the target object from the refrigerator in the kitchen [1].
(b) We propose a sampling-based TAMP method for the near-cylindrical object
retrieval, where the object is represented by a compact cylinder. The robot must
remove and relocate some red obstacles before retrieving the blue target object.
(c) A physical experiment using a 7-DOF robot with our method. The target
object is marked with a red box. In order to retrieve the target, the robot has to
remove two objects that block the robotic motions.

From the motion perspective, the robot must determine how to
manipulate objects in an optimal manner avoiding the collisions
between the robot, the target object, and the obstacles. In this
way, object retrieval in cluttered scenes inherits challenges from
both motion and task planning.

Object retrieval can be formulated as a complex optimization
problem whose objectives include minimizing the number of
obstacles to be removed, optimizing the order of removing these
obstacles, and computing the low-level collision-free trajectories
accomplishing the manipulation and movement of different ob-
jects in a most efficient manner. Its exact solution must consider
the complex spatial relations among the robot and all objects
in the scene, and thus is of high computational complexity
exponential to the number of objects in the scene. As a tractable
solution, some recent works [2], [3] first preconstruct a graph
to encode the complex spatial relations for all objects in the
scene, though it needs to check the collisions between all object
pairs and thus is time-consuming. Then, object retrieval task is
approximately solved by planning over the graph. The graph
will be updated during planning because invalid edges due
to robot–obstacle collisions will be deleted and thus frequent
replanning is necessary. If some critical edges important for
the connectivity from the robot to the target are removed, the
algorithm would fail to find a solution. A more tractable alter-
native is to greedily compute the minimum set of obstacles that
block the robot from reaching and retrieving the target, i.e. by
solving the minimum constraint removal (MCR) problem [4].
However, the robot may collide with more objects when actually
removing one obstacle, resulting in another new retrieval task
with the obstacle to be removed as the target. In this way, the
object retrieval problem can be recursively decomposed into a
hierarchy of object retrieval subproblems, but such greedy task
decomposition may provide a performance significantly worse
than the exact solution, making appropriate heuristics necessary.

In this work, we propose a sampling-based TAMP algorithm
to retrieve the target object in a cluttered scene, as shown in
Fig. 1(b) and (c). Our algorithm mainly handles near-cylindrical
objects in cluttered scenes and provides a tractable and efficient
way to minimize the number of obstacles to be removed for
clearing the way and retrieving the target object. In task plan-
ning stage, we use an incremental sampling-based method to
construct a hierarchy consisting of the roadmap and the retrieval
graph to describe the obstacles that block the way to reach

the target object. The task planning results are a sequence of
obstacles to be removed from the scene. In motion planning
stage, we perform feasibility checking, including grasp planning
and motion planning for pick-and-place actions, to determine
whether the obstacles in the task plan can be manipulated by
the robot. If the motion planning fails due to robot–obstacle
collisions, the collision obstacles will be given as feedback to
the task planner and a new task plan will be computed.

Our framework mainly focuses on generating the sequence of
removal obstacles with valid pick-and-place actions. Although
nonprehensile actions such as pushing can sometimes be more
efficient than prehensile pick-and-place actions, the cluttered
scenes may not leave enough space for nonprehensile actions
to relocate objects. Nevertheless, our framework is general and
if the removal object and its goal position can be reached by
nonprehensile actions, it can also leverage nonprehensile actions
for accomplishing object retrieval.

Our contributions include the following.
1) We propose a two-level hierarchy that records target

object–obstacle collisions and robot–obstacle collisions
to aid in determining the order and the subtasks of object
removal in cluttered scenes.

2) We propose a task planner that uses an incremental expan-
sion strategy with interleaved updates of the roadmap and
the retrieval graph to find a sequence of removal objects,
which can update the infeasible sequence by collecting
failures from motion planning.

3) We show the probabilistically completeness of our in-
cremental strategy to find removal object sequence and
polynomial time complexity of roadmap expansion and
retrieval graph update.

4) We extend our algorithm to handle complex tasks, such
as the case when the target object is unknown due to oc-
clusions, mobile manipulation, and the combination with
symbolic planners. Our algorithm can be easily integrated
with nonprehensile actions such as pushing to further
improve operational efficiency.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we provide a review of the related work. In Section III, we
formulate the object retrieval problem. In Section IV, we first
introduce the overview of our algorithm and then describe how
to construct the roadmap and retrieval graph to help compute the
task plan. Section V describes the extension of our algorithm to
handle complex tasks. Section VI describes the implementation
details and experimental results of our algorithm on different
tasks. We demonstrate the performance of our method in both
simulation and physical environments, from simple retrieval
tasks to complex mobile manipulation.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work related
to object retrieval in cluttered scenes.

A. Manipulation Planning Among Movable Obstacles

Manipulation planning among movable obstacles (MAMO)
using prehensile actions has been studied extensively in robotics
[5], [6], which has been proved to be NP-hard even for simple
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TABLE I
PLANNING PERFORMANCE OF OUR PLANNER. WE TEST SCENARIOS WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF OBJECTS, AND WE TEST EXPLORATION LIMIT LWITH

VARIOUS INITIAL VALUES

The numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. The number of removed objects including the target object.

cases with cubic obstacles or when all the obstacles are fixed and
observable [7]–[9]. Most previous works aimed at designing a
complete planner or improving its efficiency for some special
cases of MAMO [10]–[12]. A few probabilistically complete
solutions are available [6], [10], [13], but they are limited to
2-D/3-D navigation due to their explicit representation or dis-
cretization of the robot’s configuration space [10], [13]. When
the obstacles are removable, there exist ad-hoc solutions for
manipulation planning in cluttered scenes [14]–[17], but they
do not consider the optimality in terms of the number of objects
to be removed and the computational complexity. Some recent
works deal with object rearrangement problems [18]–[21]. In
some cases, each object needs to be moved only once (i.e.,
monotone), and in other cases, some objects may need to be
moved multiple times (i.e., nonmonotonic).

Some recent works [2], [3], [22] solve the MAMO problem
by preconstructing a traversability graph to encode the complex
spatial relations for all objects in the scene. A shortest path on the
graph from the robot node to the target node provides the smallest
set of objects that needs to be removed. The graph construction
step is time-consuming due to the collision checking between all
object pairs, especially when the number of objects is large. The
graph structure will be updated during planning when edges
invalidated by robot–obstacle collisions are deleted from the
graph and replanning over the updated graph is performed.
However, replanning does not consider important information
like which specific obstacle blocks robot’s motion. The planner
may search multiple times to find the successful path, so it takes
a lot of time to perform motion planning. The representation
and usage of such details are one main contribution of our
method. In particular, we use incremental sampling to explore
the cluttered scene and construct a retrieval graph that represents
the collision states of the target object, rather than a graph with
all obstacles involved. In this way, the computational complexity
of our algorithm is independent with the number of objects in the
scene. During planning, the robot–obstacle collisions would be
added into the retrieval graph as new nodes, rather than simply
deleting invalid edges. With such collision information encoded,
replanning on the retrieval graph is able to minimize the number
of removal objects more efficiently.

Most previous MAMO works focused on using prehensile
actions, which require a firm grasp of an object and thus are diffi-
cult to achieve when objects are close to each other. Some recent
works leveraged nonprehensile actions to rearrange objects for
reaching the target object [14], [17], [23]–[25]. For instance, [14]
proposed a planning framework that utilizes nonprehensile ac-
tions to grasp an object in the clutter. To determine the set of
obstacles to be removed given a planned trajectory, this method

first computes the shortest distances between the obstacles and
the end-effector when the robot follows the planning result,
and then all obstacles collide with the end-effector will be
removed. This strategy is greedy and thus may take redundant
or even incorrect removal actions. In this way, rearrangement
can be accomplished via simple nonprehensile actions (e.g.,
pushing [26], [27]), but it is difficult to predict where and how
much an object will move after or during pushing due to the
contacts and frictions between the gripper, objects, and table.
Such difficulty can be handled via reinforcement learning or
physics based simulation [28]–[30].

B. Task and Motion Planning

MAMO can also be solved as a special case of the TAMP [16],
[31], [32]. Many TAMP approaches employ high-level symbolic
planning along with low-level motion planning for computing a
sequence of continuous robot motions. However, TAMP frame-
works could be inefficient for manipulation tasks in cluttered
scenarios. First, the task planner may search in a huge state
space, especially when the number of objects in the clutter is
large. Second, in a dense scene, the low-level motion planning
of robot motions could fail frequently, the task planners have to
iterate over symbolic plans in a brute force manner whenever the
motion planning fails [33]. To resolve this issue, some previous
works introduced geometric backtracking, in which the planner
will search for different geometric instances until a solution is
found [34], [35]. To reduce the search space, they proposed
to maintain the interval constraints over placement parameters.
Hierarchical task networks (HTNs) have also been used for sym-
bolic search where HTNs backtracking is applied over choices
made by the geometric module, allowing more freedom to the
geometric planning [36], [37]. Besides sampling-based motion
planners, nonlinear optimization has also been used for solving
TAMP problems by identifying geometric parameters on the
geometric level where all geometric parameters are considered
simultaneously without backtracking [38], [39]. Learning tech-
niques [40]–[42] have been applied to the TAMP framework to
accelerate inference and replace the handcrafted search heuris-
tics. Their goal is to guide the search procedure toward a more
promising task plan and reduce the number of motion planning
problems to be solved. Recently, [43] and [44] proposed a
classifier to evaluate the feasibility of motion planning generated
by discrete decisions in the task domain. However, the limitation
of their methods is that only one single action is predicted, but
the combinatorial complexity of TAMP especially arises from
action sequences and it is not easy to use such a classifier to
predict the action sequence in TAMP.
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TAMP combining a symbolic task planner suffers from the
huge planning graph in a densely cluttered scene, which leads to
the high complexity of computing the removal and manipulation
actions of all possible objects. Our method is not symbolic but
our method could help symbolic task planners focus on the
important objects and reduce the search space.

C. Minimum Constraint Removal

Determining the smallest set of obstacles to be removed for the
target retrieval can also boil down to the MCR problem, which
minimizes the number of violated constraints or obstacles to be
removed along a planned path [4], [45], [46]. The problem has
been proven to be NP-hard in discrete cases and some greedy and
asymptotically optimal algorithms were proposed in [4], which
however does not consider the detailed interaction between the
robot and the obstacles when actually executing the removal
operation. Our method provides a tractable way to generate
obstacle removal sequences with intermediate pick-and-place
actions. We use a two-level hierarchical graph to collect collision
feedback when the robot fails to grasp the object and efficiently
replan from failure to minimize the number of removal ob-
stacles. The roadmap graph is the first level of our two-level
hierarchical graph. The roadmap expansion incrementally grows
the roadmap and collect target object–obstacle collisions to find
initial object retrieval sequences. If the initial retrieval sequence
obtained from the roadmap graph is valid, which means the robot
can successfully retrieve all objects in the sequence, the task is
completed. However, if there are robot–obstacle collisions when
the robot grasps the object, we use the second retrieval graph
to collect these collision feedbacks and efficiently replan from
failures.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Suppose there are m near-cylindrical objects in a cluttered
scene (see the example scenarios shown in Fig. 1), including
one target object Og and m− 1 removable obstacles O =
{O1, . . . , Om−1, Og}, and there are no collisions between these
objects. Our goal is to retrieve the target objectOg while avoiding
any collisions. However, the objects located in the front of
the clutter will obstruct the robot to retrieve objects behind in
the cluttered scene, which means that the robot cannot move
over the object to grasp other objects. Thus, to accomplish the
task, the robot needs to determine first which objects need to
remove and then an optimal removal order for manipulating them
one by one. Formally, we denote Or as sequence of objects to
be removed from the cluttered scene. Our goal is to retrieve the
target object Og , while minimizing the number of objects inOr

min |Or|
s.t.W (Oi, gj) ∩ (O/Oi

removed) = ∅ ∀Oi ∈ Or

∃gj ∈ g

Or ⊆ O
Og ∈ Or

Oi
removed = {O1, . . . , Oi−1} ⊆ Or (1)

where W (Oi, gj) is the swept volume of the object Oi when
it is being grasped by grasp gj and moved along with the
manipulation motion of the robot, g represents the preset grasps,
Oi

removed = {O1, . . . , Oi−1} contains objects that are previously
removed before Oi. Here, we have several assumptions as
follows:

1) We assume the objects around the target object prevent the
robot from generating collision-free motions to reach and
retrieve the target, which is the key challenge for our task.

2) We assume the robot cannot perform overhand grasping
due to the restriction of the shelves.

3) We assume all sampling object poses are reachable by the
robot.

4) We assume that the objects in Or removed before Oi

will not affect the manipulation of Oi, i.e., each object’s
interaction feasibility is monotonic within the constraint
relationships of objects in the cluttered scene. As a result,
we can exclude objectsOi

removed from checking collisions
with W (Oi, gj). This is reasonable in practice, for in-
stance by placing these removed objects in an area far
from the cluttered scene and the released free space will
increase the success rate of feasible interaction.

The optimization problem described in (1) is very complicated
and is NP-hard. Solving this problem requires not only optimiz-
ing the order of object retrieval, but also considering robot con-
straints and computing the robot grasp poses and motions. Thus,
we simplify the problem by only considering near-cylindrical
objects and also leveraging the objects’ monotonic interaction
feasibility to decouple the problem into two stages as shown in
Fig. 2: 1) find an ordering sequence of remove objects in task
planning stage; 2) find a feasible manipulation of each object in
the sequence in motion planning stage.

We denote a pose of the target object in an open space outside
the cluttered scene as the start configuration xs and the initial
pose of the target object inside the cluttered scene as the goal
configuration xg . At first glance, this nomenclature may look
a bit strange because the target object is being retrieved from
the goal xg to the start point xs. Our choice lies in the fact
that when removing objects that block the way, the end-effector
of the robot will start from objects on the periphery (i.e., near
xs) and finally reach the target object hiding inside the cluttered
scene (i.e., atxg). Settingxs as the start point enables the motion
planner to return a path from the scene periphery to the target
object’s position, from which we can conveniently generate a
object removal sequence. In addition, the exchange of the start
and the goal configurations will only reverse the path direction
without changing the path’s geometry.

IV. INCREMENTAL SAMPLING-BASED TAMP FOR OBJECT

RETRIEVAL

Our sampling-based TAMP framework is shown in Fig. 2,
with the left and right parts for task planning and motion
planning, respectively. In particular, our task planner uses
an incremental sampling strategy to construct a roadmap
M(X,E) for the target object attached to the robot’s end-
effector, where X and E are the sets of roadmap nodes and
edges, respectively. By searching on M, we can find a path
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of our algorithm. Task planning: We use an interleaved update strategy to incrementally (1) expand the roadmap and (2) update its corresponding
retrieval graph. Based on the retrieval graph, the task plan is computed by finding a retrieval path reaching the target with an allowed number of collision obstacles
to be removed (4). Motion planning: We check whether the robot can compute collision-free motions to reach and manipulate these candidate removal objects (5).
If motion planning fails, the robot collisions will be feedback to the task planner to update the task plan (3).

connecting xs and xg with the minimum number of colli-
sion objects and can generate a sequence of objects to be
removed.

However, just removing this sequence of objects is not suf-
ficient for successful target object retrieval, because the afore-
mentioned planning does not consider the robot components
besides the end-effector. Thus, motion planning follows to check
if the plan is executable by the robot. If not, the collision events
involving the robot must be collected and feedback to the task
planner for updating the sequence of objects to be removed.
To enable geometric reasoning of task planning in the discrete
decision space of objects, our task planner constructs a retrieval
graph G(N,H) over the roadmapM, where N and H are the
sets of retrieval graph nodes and edges, to record the objects that
collide with the entire robot and the order in which collisions
occur. By searching a path from the start node to the goal node
on G, we can obtain another sequence of objects to be removed,
including objects colliding with the entire robot and the attached
target object, as the task plan. The details of this TAMP solver
are discussed below.

A. Overview: Incremental Sampling-Based TAMP Using
Interleaved Updates

As shown in Algorithm 1, our sampling-based planner uses
an incremental expansion strategy with interleaved updates. In
particular, we first initialize the roadmapM with two isolated
nodes {xs,xg}, which are the start and goal configurations of
the target object. Then, we perform an incremental expansion
that interleaves the update of M and G to find the object
removal sequence as well as check whether the robot could
remove objects in the sequence and retrieve the target object.
This incremental procedure repeats until the target object Og is
retrieved. This process includes several main subroutines:

1) Roadmap Expansion: Our task planner expands M by
incrementally sampling in the configuration space of the

Algorithm 1: PLANNINGWITHINTERLEAVEDUPDATES.
Input: target object start configuration xs, target object
goal configuration xg, objects O, target object Og , robot
rob, preset grasps g
Output: object removal sequenceR = {Or,Nr}, the set
of robot motions Π
1: /*Initialize the roadmap and retrieval graph*/
2: M(X,E)← ({xs,xg}, ∅)
3: G(N,H)← (∅, ∅)
4: /*Incremental expansion with interleaved updates*/
5: L = 0 � exploration limit
6: while Og is not retrieved do
7: /*Roadmap expansion*/
8: M← EXPANDROADMAP(xs,xg,M,L)
9: /*Retrieval graph expansion and update*/

10: G, {nnew} ←
EXPANDGRAPHFROMROADMAP(G,M)

11: for ∀n′new ∈ {nnew} do
12: G,R ← UPDATERETRIEVALGRAPH(n′new,G)
13: end for
14: /*Feasibility checking*/
15: Π←

FEASIBILITYCHECKING(G, Og, rob,O,R,L,g)
16: L += 1
17: if Π is not Empty then
18: break
19: end if
20: end while
21: returnR,Π

target object attached to the robot’s end-effector to explore
the cluttered environment around the target object. Since a
collision-free path is not possible without removing some
obstacles, the expansion procedure will also explore the
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Fig. 3. Example of roadmap expansion. (a) The initial setup of all objects in the scene. The yellow disks are obstacles and the blue disk is the target object Og .
The red disk represents the footprint of the target object plus the gripper geometry, where the solid disk is for the goal configuration xg in the cluttered region and
the dashed disk is for an assumed start configuration xs in the open space. The entire scene is bounded using shelves on three sides. (b)–(c) initialize the roadmap
by generating samples with the sampling limit K = 0, where the black circles represent the geometry shapes for these samples and the black dots represent the
collision-free samples. (d)–(e) incrementally expand roadmap by sampling with the sampling limit K = 1. The green dots are the samples that collide with one
object.

in-collision region in the configuration space by allowing
each sample to have collisions with a limited number
of obstacles. Details about the expansion are given in
Section IV-B.

2) Retrieval Graph Expansion and Update: The retrieval
graph G is constructed over the roadmap M and will
be expanded in two cases: when the roadmap expands
and during the feasibility checking. After the roadmap
expansion, we expand G by clustering the roadmap nodes
that collide with the same set of obstacles and setting the
clusters as G nodes. Then we collect sets of obstacles as
the target object–obstacle collisions and add them to G
nodes. G also expands during feasibility checking. We
create new nodes for the robot-obstacle collisions that
include the obstacles colliding with the robot and connect
new nodes to G nodes where the feasibility checking fails.
After adding new nodes, we update the retrieval graph
to compute the object removal sequence R = {Or,Nr},
where Or is the sequence of objects to be removed and
Nr is the sequence of retrieval graph nodes along the best
path from the start node to the goal node. The details of G
and how to update G are described in Section IV-C.

3) Feasibility Checking: After obtaining the object removal
sequence R, our motion planner performs feasibility
checking, which includes grasp planning and motion
planning, to check if objects in Or could be removed
sequentially by the robot. If the checking fails and the
robot collides with some other obstacles, we collect these
robot–obstacle collisions into the new retrieval graph node
and add it to G. The task planner follows to update G to
search for a new task plan in terms of a new object removal
sequence. Details about the feasibility checking are given
in Section IV-D.

The incremental expansion is controlled with an exploration
limit L, which allows each sample in the roadmap to collide
with at most L objects. In particular, if the task planner cannot
find a path connecting xs and xg on the current graph, it will
increase L by one to explore more regions in the configuration
space corresponding to more cluttered areas in the workspace.
The increment of L continues until a path connecting xs and

xg is found. We find it is important to start from low L (e.g.,
L = 0) because if we start from large L, the relatively open
regions that are reachable with low L will be undersampled,
which will negatively affect the task planner’s ability to explore
the cluttered regions requiring higher L.

B. Roadmap Expansion

We use an example scene consisting of 2-D disk objects as
illustrated in Fig. 3 to explain the roadmap expansion. We use
2-D disks to represent the objects in the scene because we use
3-D cylinders to represent the near-cylindrical objects. The size
of the cylinder of the target object is determined by the target
object plus the gripper geometry to reflect the fact that the object
can move only being attached to a gripper, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
This cylinder representation of the target object is conservative,
which can find the potential collision samples, where the gripper
collides with the obstacles when manipulating the object. We
construct the roadmapM by samplingx and y coordinates of the
target object within the cluttered space, which is a subset of R2,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The sampling process is controlled by the
sampling limit K, which restricts each generated sample to col-
lide with at mostK objects. We gradually increaseK to balance
the number of samples in different regions of the configuration
space where the target object collides with different numbers
of objects. In particular, we initialize K to be 0 and update K
after every Traise steps using an incremental raising strategy as

proposed in [4]:K +=
L

(T − Tcur)/(Traise)
, where T is the total

number of sampling iterations and Tcur is the current sampling
iteration index. For instance, Fig. 3(c) shows a roadmap with
K = 0. By increasing K to be greater than 0, we can explore
the in-collision regions in the configuration space, as shown
in Fig. 3(d) and (e), where the green nodes are samples that
collide with a single object. Since the roadmap nodes can collide
with the objects, we denote Col(xi) and EdgeCol(xi−1,xi) as
the sets of objects colliding with the target object when it is at
node xi and moves along the edge between nodes xi−1 and xi,
respectively. These two sets can be computed efficiently using
collision checking and continuous collision checking routines.
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Algorithm 2: EXPANDROADMAP.
Input: target object start configuration xs, target object
goal configuration xg , roadmapM, exploration limit L
Output: expanded roadmapM

1: K ← 0 � roadmap sampling limit
2: for Tcur ← 1 . . . T do
3: xrand ← SAMPLE()
4: xnearest ← NEAREST(M,xrand,K)
5: xnew ← EXTEND(xnearest,xrand, δ,K) � maximum

distance δ of the new edge
6: M.X←M.X ∪ {xnew}
7: Xnear ← NEAR(M,xnew)
8: for ∀xi ∈ Xnear do
9: if |EdgeCol(xnew,xi)| =

|Col(xnew) ∪ Col(xi)| and d(xnew,xi) < δ then
10: M.E←M.E ∪ {(xi,xnew)}
11: end if
12: end for
13: Every Traise steps, raise K � adjust roadmap

sampling limit
14: if K � L then
15: K ← L− 1
16: end if
17: end for
18: returnM

Algorithm 2 describes how the roadmap is expanded. We first
generate a random sample xrand and find the nearest node xnearest

that satisfies the sampling limitK (Line 3–4). We generate sam-
ples and compute the nearest neighbor in the (x, y) coordinate
system without considering the orientation of samples, because
we aim to compute, which obstacles collide with the target object
when the target object is retrieved from the clutter, rather than
computing accurate motions of the target object. The conserva-
tive cylinder representation contains different orientations of the
target object when performing collision detection, so we only
need to consider the position of samples. We use an RRT-like
operation Extend(xnearest,xrand, δ,K) to extend an edge from
xnearest to a node xnew in the direction of xrand (Line 5–6). The
length of the new edge is limited by the maximum distance δ,
i.e.,

xnew = xnearest +min

(
δ

d(xnearest,xrand)
, 1

)
(xrand − xnearest).

We require the number of objects colliding with the target object
along the edge connecting xnearest and xnew to be no more than
K, i.e., |EdgeCol(xnearest,xnew)| ≤ K. If this requirement is not
met, we perform bisection search on the edge connecting xnew

and xnearest until it is satisfied. Finally, we connect xnew to its k
nearest neighbor nodes Xnear (Line 7–12). For each neighbor
node xi ∈ Xnear, we check if the edge distance between xi

and xnew is shorter than δ and whether |Col(xnew) ∪ Col(xi)| =
|EdgeCol(xnew,xi)|. If the latter condition holds, it implies that
the edge would neither directly pass through other objects nor
collide with objects that do not belong to the collision set of

Fig. 4. Retrieval graph construction via clustering. The clusters are illus-
trated as ellipses. ns and ng are retrieval graph nodes that contain the target
object start configuration xs and goal configuration xg , respectively, where
ns.ClusterNodes = {xs} and ng .ClusterNodes = {xg}; n4 and n8 are clus-
tered from the roadmap nodes that collide with O4 and O8, respectively, where
n4.NodeCol = {O4} and n8.NodeCol = {O8}.

these two vertex nodes (Line 9). If the edge connecting xnew to
xi passes both checks above, the edge will be added to M.E
(Line 10).

The roadmap expansion process continues until we can find
a path connecting xs and xg on the resulting roadmap M.
When traversing this path, we can collect a sequence of objects
colliding with the target object, which will make the candidate
task planning result that includes the object removal sequence.

C. Retrieval Graph Expansion and Update

1) Retrieval Graph: Since we only take into account the
robot’s end-effector when operating the roadmapM, the robot
may collide with some more obstacles when actually executing
the removal of the object sequence computed above. After being
aware of such new robot–obstacle collisions, the task planner
should update the plan accordingly. One straightforward solu-
tion is to inform each roadmap node inM.X, which extra objects
need to be removed to make itself collision-free. However, it is
not efficient to store such information in all the nodes because
nearby nodes in the roadmap usually share the same set of
robot–obstacle collisions and thus there exists huge storage
redundancy if we did that, especially for complex scenarios with
a large roadmap.

To reduce such redundancy and improve graph search ef-
ficiency, we propose a higher-level data structure called the
retrieval graphG, which is constructed by clustering the roadmap
nodes that are connected with each other and collide with
the same set of obstacles, as shown in Fig. 4. Each cluster
is treated as a retrieval graph node and added to G.N, with
nodes ns and ng for the start and goal of the retrieval graph,
respectively. The retrieval graph node n is a tuple of four items
n = 〈ClusterNodes,NodeCol,PathCol,BestNeighbor〉. Clus-
terNodes is the set of roadmap nodes that are clustered into
n.NodeCol is the set of obstacles colliding with the target
object or the robot, which is shared for all roadmap nodes in
ClusterNodes. For each path connecting the start node ns and
n, we can define the path’s set of collision obstacles as the union
of NodeCol sets for all nodes on that path. PathCol contains the
minimum collision obstacle set from ns to n along the path
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Fig. 5. Retrieval graph expansion by collecting feasibility checking failures.
(a) The red line represents the best path with the minimum number of collision
obstacles from the start node to the goal node. (b) Assume the object O8 has
been removed, but the feasibility checking of O4 fails because the robot collides
with O3 and O5. (c) New retrieval graph nodes n1

4 and n2
4 are created with

the robot-obstacle collision sets {O3} and {O5}, and new nodes are added to
the retrieval graph. The red lines are new candidate paths from the start node to
the goal node.

computed by the greedy search. The topology of this path is
maintained in BestNeighbor, which is the label of n’s neighbor
node in the path connecting n and ns. More discussion about
these PathCol and BestNeighbor are available in Section IV-C3.

The edges in the retrieval graph are added based on the
connections between the roadmap nodes, where if two roadmap
nodes are connected with each other and clustered in two re-
trieval graph nodes, we connect these two retrieval graph nodes
and add this edge to G.H. By adding clusters to G.N and adding
new edges to G.H, we obtain the retrieval graph G.

2) Retrieval Graph Expansion: Since the retrieval graph G
is constructed over the roadmap M, we need to expand G
based on the new M after the roadmap expansion. Our task
planner calls EXPANDGRAPHFROMROADMAP in Algorithm 1 to
cluster the roadmap nodes using the same clustering operation
as introduced above and obtain new clustering nodes set {nnew}.
G is then expanded by adding these new clustering nodes to G.N
and their connected edges to G.H.

The retrieval graph nodes clustered fromM only record the
set of obstacles colliding with the target object and the robot’s
end-effector, but G also needs to maintain the set of obstacles
colliding with the entire robot. As a result, besides expanding the
retrieval graph G from the clustering roadmap nodes, our task
planner expands G when new collisions between the robot and
the obstacles are reported by the motion planner, i.e., when the
feasibility checking fails. For example, suppose we find a path
from ns to ng that go through n8 and n4, where n8.NodeCol =
{O8} and n4.NodeCol = {O4}, as shown in Fig. 5(a) with the
red line. Suppose O8 has been removed and the robot tries to
manipulateO4. Here, the feasibility checking ofO4 fails because
two grasp poses of the robot collide withO3 andO5, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). To collect these robot–obstacle collisions,
we create two new retrieval graph nodes, n1

4 and n2
4, and as-

sign n1
4.NodeCol = {O3} and n2

4.NodeCol = {O5}. Since the
above failure occurs when we check the feasibility of removing
objects contained in n4.NodeCol after removing objects in
n8.NodeCol, it implies that the edge between n8 and n4 is not
feasible and it is necessary to remove the objects colliding with
the robot after removing the objects in n8.NodeCol and before
removing the objects in n4.NodeCol. Therefore, we delete the

invalid edge between n8 and n4 and then add new graph nodes
n1
4 and n2

4 to G by connecting them with n8 and n4, as shown in
Fig. 5(c). In this way, we obtain two updated removal sequences
when the robot traversing from n8 and n4: 〈O8, O3, O4〉 and
〈O8, O5, O4〉.

3) Retrieval Graph Update: According to NodeCol of each
node, we can find a path with removal obstacles from the start
to the goal on G. However, some connected retrieval graph
nodes may have their NodeCol sets overlapped and thus directly
searching the path according to the size of NodeCol of each
node cannot minimize the number of removed obstacles. For
example, suppose a node’s NodeCol is {O1} and its neighbor
node’s NodeCol is {O1, O2}. If we search path according to
the NodeCol size of each node, the path collision size between
these two nodes is 3, but the actual size is 2. To avoid this issue,
we adopt the coverage set of path defined in [4]. We compute the
collision set of a path by accumulating NodeCol sets of all nodes
along the path. We define PathCol of a node n as the minimum
collision set of the path from the start node ns to n computed
by the greedy search. Formally, we set PathCol of start node ns

to be equal to its NodeCol, i.e., ns.PathCol = ns.NodeCol. The
PathCol of node n in G is computed recursively as follows:

n.PathCol = n.NodeCol ∪ nbest.PathCol (2)

nbest = argmin
ni∈Nneighbor

{|n.NodeCol ∪ ni.PathCol|} (3)

where Nneighbor is the set of neighbor nodes of n, nbest is the
best neighbor node of n, which minimizes the path collision set
from the start node to n through nbest. This operation is feasible
because we restrict the roadmap edge from colliding with objects
that are not contained in NodeCol of the two vertex nodes, and
the retrieval graph edge is equivalent to the roadmap edge.

For computing the best path with the minimum PathCol set
to ng , we adopt the greedy search algorithm proposed in [4],
as described in Algorithm 3. In particular, we first compute the
best path with the smallest path collision set among all the paths
connecting the start node ns and the new node nnew (Line 1–
7). For each neighbor node nneighbor of nnew, we compute the
collision set of the path from the start node ns to nnew through
nneighbor (Line 2). We compute the best neighbor node with the
minimum PathCol size and set its label to nnew.BestNeighbor
(Line 3–6). Since the new node added to G may provide a better
path to reach its neighbors, we continue to check which nodes
are affected by the new node and update nodes using a greedy
search strategy (Line 8–19). In this greedy search, we store the
candidate nodes in an ascending order priority queue Qn where
the priority is according to the size of PathCol (Line 8). In each
iteration, we pop up the node n with the minimum PathCol size
(Line 10), and then we use the same strategy as above to check
whether the best path from the start node to n could provide
a better path with a smaller path collision set from ns to its
neighbor nneighbor (Line 11–18). The updated nneighbor will be
added to Qn. When Qn is empty or the goal node is updated,
the algorithm terminates.

The solution computed by the greedy algorithm is optimal
on G according to Theorem IV.2 in Section IV-E. We set the
label n.BestNeighbor to the best neighbor node nbest of n, so
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Fig. 6. 〈|NodeCol|, |PathCol|〉 for the retrieval graph nodes in Fig. 5. The red
lines are the best paths from the start node to the goal node. The nodes that are
not on any paths connecting ns and ng will not be updated, so the PathCol set
of these nodes is empty and |PathCol| of these nodes is assigned INF.

tracing the label BestNeighbor from n to the start node, we can
find the best path with the smallest path collision set from ns

to n. Fig. 6 shows the NodeCol and PathCol of each node for
the two retrieval graphs in Fig. 5, with the red lines as the best
paths. There may exist multiple paths with PathCol of the same
size, e.g., as shown in Fig. 6(b), the PathCol {O8, O5, O4} of
one path is of the same size as another path whose PathCol is
{O8, O3, O4}. We break ties among these paths by accumulating
the Euclidean distance between the consecutive obstacles along
the path and choosenbest from the path with the shortest distance.
In this way, the distance of the path containing {O8, O5, O4} is
shorter than the path containing {O8, O3, O4}.

The PathCol of the goal nodeng represents the set of obstacles
colliding with the robot and the target object when moving along
the best path from ns to ng , from which we can generate Or,
the sequence of objects to be removed. The objects in Or are
sorted according to the order of corresponding nodes in the
best path. For instance, as shown in Fig. 6(a), we obtain the
sequenceOr = 〈O8, O4, Og〉, which means the robot will try to
manipulateO8 before graspingO4. Furthermore, every object in
Or is unique, which is ensured by the set operation mentioned
above. For an object contained in NodeCol of multiple nodes,
we only store the first one in the path, because if the object was
manipulated successfully, it will be removed from the scene and
will not influence the other nodes. The object removal sequence
R, which includes Or, the object sequence to be removed and
Nr, the retrieval graph node sequence, will be returned as the
task planning result (Line 20).

D. Feasibility Checking of the Object Removal Sequence

After updating the retrieval graph G and obtaining the new
object removal sequence R, the motion planner follows to
check whether objects inOr could be grasped and manipulated
by the robot. We perform feasibility checking for the objects
according to their order inOr (Algorithm 1, Line 15). For each
object Oi ∈ Or, we first check whether Oi could be grasped
by computing inverse kinematics (IK) with the preset grasps
g, which include grasp poses around the object, and then we
perform motion planning to compute collision-free motions for
the robot to reach and manipulate the object. If Oi cannot be
manipulated by the robot without collisions, we compute the

Algorithm 3: UPDATERETRIEVALGRAPH.
Input: new retrieval graph node nnew, retrieval graph G
Output: updated retrieval graph G, object removal
sequenceR = {Or,Nr}
1: for ∀nneighbor ∈ NEIGHBOR(nnew) do
2: S ← nneighbor.PathCol ∪ nnew.NodeCol
3: if |nnew.PathCol| = ∅ or |S| < |nnew.PathCol| then
4: nnew.PathCol← S
5: nnew.BestNeighbor← nneighbor

6: end if
7: end for
8: Qn ← PRIORITYQUEUE(nnew)
9: repeat

10: n← Qn.pop()
11: for ∀nneighbor ∈ NEIGHBOR(n) do
12: S ← n.PathCol ∪ nneighbor.NodeCol
13: if |nneighbor.PathCol| = ∅ or |S| < |nneighbor.PathCol|

then
14: nneighbor.PathCol← S
15: nneighbor.BestNeighbor← n
16: Qn.add(nneighbor)
17: end if
18: end for
19: until Qn is Empty or nneighbor = G.ng

20: R ← EXTRACTOBJREMOVALSEQUENCE(ng)
21: return G,R

grasp pose with the minimum number of collision obstacles and
collect the set of collision obstacles Ocol. Then, we create new
node nnew with Ocol and add nnew to expand G as introduced
in Section IV-C2. After adding the new node, the task planner
calls UPDATERETRIEVALGRAPH (see Algorithm 3) to find the
new best path with the new object removal sequence. We repeat
the feasibility checking and search for new object removal
sequences until no sequence satisfies |Or| ≤ L, i.e., the total
number of objects in Or is no more than L. When the target
object Og is retrieved, the task is accomplished.

We require the path reaching the target with |Or| ≤ L in
the incremental expansion process, because it can prevent the
task planner from obtaining a suboptimal solution to the object
removal order. For example, suppose there is only one path
reaching the target withOr = 〈O1, O2〉when L = 2, and when
computing grasp poses for the robot with O1 and O2, the
robot will collide with O3 and O4, respectively. If we collect
these collision obstacles and directly consider the new sequence
Or = 〈O3, O1, O4, O2〉, we may get a feasible task planning
result by removing four obstacles or the feasibility checking
of O3 and O4 fails again and we need to collect new collision
obstacles intoOr. In this way, the eventual number of obstacles
to be removed would be greater or equal to 4. However, this
solution may be suboptimal because a better path with |Or| = 3
may exist. To avoid missing the optimal solution, we only
consider paths with |Or| ≤ L in each iteration. By increasing L
in the subsequent iterations, our task planner can explore more
new paths that satisfy L and eventually find the optimal result.
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E. Analysis

Theorem IV.1: Our incremental sampling-based TAMP is
probabilistically complete.

Proof: Suppose L ≥ |O|, i.e. when performing sampling-
based motion planning for the target object in its configuration
space C , we allow the target object to collide with other objects
when constructing a roadmap and finding a path to connect xs

and xg . This sampling-based motion planner is probabilistically
complete. The retrieval graph over the roadmap records the
best path from xs to xg with Or, the object sequence to be
removed. Removing objects inOr ensures the robot end-effector
is collision-free when moving along the path to retrieve the
target object in C \ Or. Because we iteratively add new collision
obstacles to Or from motion planning failures, the worst case
is all objects are contained in Or (i.e., removing all obstacles).
Moreover, the node of the retrieval graph contains the minimum
collision obstacle set along the path from xs to xg andOr is an
ordering sequence, the worst case is our sampling-based planner
explore all different retrieval paths with different orders from
xs to xg . Since the Bi-RRT used in robot motion planning is
probabilistic complete [47], given sufficient time, the probability
of retrieving the target object approaches one. �

Theorem IV.2: The solution computed by the greedy algo-
rithm is optimal on the retrieval graph G if there exists a path
from ns to ng with the minimum collision set S�

g .
Proof: For any path 〈ns,n1, . . . ,nt〉 in G starting from

ns, the size of the path collision set is |ns.NodeCol|+∑t
i=1 |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol|. Suppose there exists a

path 〈ns,n1, . . . ,ng〉 in G from ns to ng with the
minimum collision set S�

g , where |S�
g | = |ns.NodeCol|+∑g

i=1 |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol|. By the Lemma A.1,
which is proposed in [4], the size of the path col-
lision set computed by the greedy search algorithm is
no more than |S�

g |, i.e., |ng.PathCol| ≤ |ns.NodeCol|+∑g
i=1 |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol| = |S�

g |. By the Theorem
A.1, which is proposed in [4], since |S�

g | is optimal on G and
|ng.PathCol| ≥ |S�

g |, so |ng.PathCol| = |S�
g |. Thus, the solution

computed by the greedy algorithm is optimal on G. �
Theorem IV.3: Algorithm 2 has O(Ttotal log Ttotal) time com-

plexity.
Proof: Algorithm 2 uses a sampling based method to con-

struct the roadmap. Each sampling iteration generatesT samples
and our incremental algorithm takes at most L iterations, so
the total number of samples is Ttotal = L · T . For each sample,
finding nearest neighbors takes log Ttotal time. Thus, the time
complexity of constructing roadmap is O(Ttotal log Ttotal).

Theorem IV.4: Algorithm 3 has O(|G.N| log |G.N|) time
complexity.

Proof: For finding the best path with the smallest path colli-
sion set to the target object, we adopt the greedy search [4] on the
retrieval graph in Algorithm 3. The greedy search runs in time
O(|G.N|) on the retrieval graph G. We use the candidate nodes
in an ascending order priority queue, which is implemented
as a Fibonacci heap. Extracting the minimum PathCol size
node takes O(log |G.N|) time. Thus, the time complexity is
O(|G.N| log |G.N|). �

Fig. 7. An example scene of occlusion experiment. (a) Front view of the
cluttered environment. Three large objects hide other objects. (b) Another view
from the backend side.

V. EXTENSION FOR COMPLEX TASKS

A. Occlusion and Unobservable Target Pose

Our TAMP algorithm can be extended to handle the realistic
scenario where there exist occlusions between objects and thus
the robot cannot fully observe the entire scene or even does
not know the position of the target object. For instance, as
shown in Fig. 7, there are three large objects at the front of
the clutter, and other objects, including the target object (blue),
are unobservable to the robot. Thanks to the incremental strategy
of our algorithm, it can be conveniently extended to handle the
objects that were not observable to the robot in the beginning and
become observable after some other objects are removed. The
extended algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4 and Fig. 8 illustrates
how it works for the scenario of Fig. 7. In particular, Fig. 8(a)
shows an initial setup where the robot can only observe O1, O2,
andO3, while its view of other objects is obstructed by obstacles
between them and the robot. For example, Og is occluded by O6

and O6 is occluded by O2. If the target object is unobservable
to the robot, we first find an object farthest from the start point
and assume a temporal node xtemp behind this object (Line 3–5).
We denote xtemp as the goal node xg and execute our algorithm
(Algorithm 1, Line 9). As shown in Fig. 8(b)–(d), suppose that
we find a path from the start nodens to the goal nodeng with the
obstacle O2, and O2 can be successfully removed by the robot.
After removing O2, we can find a new object O6 behind O2.
We then add O6 to the set of objects O (Line 12–14) and set a
new temporal node as the goal node to execute our algorithm. If
the target object is observable, we set the target object pose as
the goal node [Line 6, Fig. 8(e)] and compute a retrieval plan for
the target object. We repeat this procedure until the target object
is retrieved.

B. Mobile Manipulation

Our method can also be extended to handle the high-
dimensional planning problem of using a mobile manipulator.
Mobility can increase the robot’s manipulation capability by
allowing it to reach an object from different directions. For
instance, suppose a set of objects are placed on a table and the
target is in the middle of the group, as shown in Fig. 9. If the
base of PR2 robot is fixed, it can only remove objects from one
side and have to remove at least two obstacles. If the base of PR2
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Fig. 8. Example of occlusion experiment. (a) The initial setup where only O1, O2, and O3 can be observed and other objects are hidden, including the target
object. (b) We choose a node xtemp behind the farthest object, and create a retrieval graph node contain xtemp and set it as the temporal goal node ng . After
performing our TAMP algorithm, we can find paths to ng . (c)–(d) If new objects are found, we add them to the object set and update ng , then continue to perform
our TAMP algorithm with the new ng . (e) If the target object is found, we replace the temporal node with the target object pose and set it as the goal node ng , then
continue to perform our TAMP algorithm with the new ng .

Algorithm 4: OCCLUSIONPLANNER.
Input: target object start point xs, objects set O, target
object Og , robot rob, grasps g

Output: object removal sequenceR, robot motion set Π
1: R,Π← ∅, ∅
2: while Og is not retrieved do
3: if Og is not detected then
4: compute xtemp based on the farthest reachable

object from O
5: xg = xtemp

6: else
7: xg = Og.pose
8: end if
9: R′,Π′ ← PLANNINGWITHINTERLEAVEDUPDATES(

10: xs,xg,O, Og, rob,g)
11: R ← R∪R′, Π← Π ∪Π′

12: if find new objects Onew then
13: O ← O ∪Onew

14: end if
15: end while
16: returnR,Π

can move, it can reach the target from any direction and choose
a path with a smaller number of objects to be removed.

For handling mobile manipulation, we enlarge the workspace
to cover the free space around the cluttered scene and generate
samples in the corresponding configuration space. All samples
outside the cluttered region are collision-free and can be con-
nected to the start point with collision-free paths. In this way,
the paths from all directions to the target can be investigated.

C. PDDL Planning

Our task planner can be incorporated with the PDDLStream
planning [32] to complete more complex tasks. In particular,
the candidate object removal sequence generated by our task
planner could help the general PDDLStream planning focus on
a small set of objects in the cluttered scene and thus significantly
improve its performance in the special task of target retrieval.
PDDLStream is an extension of the standard AI planning PDDL

Fig. 9. Example scene of mobile manipulation with the PR2 robot with one
arm locked. (a) 20 objects located on the table and the target object in the center.
(b) Bird’s-eye view of the environment. The target object can be retrieved from
all directions with different number of obstacles to be removed. (c) If the robot
tries to retrieve the target object without moving the base, it needs to remove at
least two obstacles before retrieving the target object. (d) If the robot can move
its base, it can move to another side of the clutter and only remove one obstacle.

(Planning Domain Definition Language) [48], which incorpo-
rates sampling procedures (called streams) to combine task
planning and motion planning. PDDLStream plans the task by
iteratively increasing the maximum number of subtasks. In each
iteration, it finds an optimistic plan and evaluates all stream in-
stances. For example, for the target retrieval task, PDDLStream
tries to pick and manipulate the target object directly at first. If the
direct manipulation fails, it will increase the maximum number
of subtasks and try an alternative task plan to remove an obstacle
and then manipulate the target. If the task plan still fails, it will
continue to increase the subtask number and try new task plans
with more obstacles being removed. For each subtask, PDDL-
Stream evaluates stream instances with all removable obstacles.
For example, for the subtask “pick an obstacle,” the planner will
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Fig. 10. Object is placed on top of two objects in front of the target object.
If the robot wants to remove front objects, it needs to remove the top object in
advance. (a) Experiment with 4 objects. (b) Experiment with 8 objects.

try to pick all obstacles to find a feasible one by sampling grasp
pose and performing manipulation motion with each object. As
the number of subtask increases, each subtask needs to evaluate
all stream instances and thus the computational complexity
increases rapidly when the number of removable objects is large.

In this extension, we incorporate our task planner with PDDL-
Stream by replacing the routine of grasp planning and robot
motion planning with PDDLStream planning. This extension
has two advantages. First, our planner can help the general
PDDLStream focus on a small range of objects in the cluttered
scene. Second, PDDLStream planning can enhance our algo-
rithm capability to handle a more complex environment, such as
an object is placed on top of other objects, as shown in Fig. 10. In
this experiment, we use a predicate (Clear ?o) to describe
whether there is an object placed on top of the object o. If no,
(Clear ?o) is true, otherwise false. Suppose the robot wants
to remove objects located in front of the target object. Then, it
needs to reason out a plan that removes the object placed on
top of the front objects and sets the predicate (Clear ?o) of
these objects to be true. Only after such a plan is executed can
the robot remove these front objects. The pick and place action
schemas used in our experiment are as follows:
(:action pick
:parameters (?o ?p ?g ?q)
:precondition (and (Clear ?o) (At-

Pose ?o ?p)
(HandEmpty) (AtConf ?q))

:effect (and (AtGrasp ?o ?g) (not (At-
Pose ?o ?p))

(not (Clear ?o)) (not (Han-
dEmpty)))
)
(:action place
:parameters (?o1 ?o2 ?p ?g ?q)
:precondition (and (not (Clear ?o1))

(Clear ?o2)
(AtGrasp ?o1 ?g) (AtConf ?q)

:effect (and (AtPose ?o1 ?p) (not (At-
Grasp ?o1 ?g))

(on ?o1 ?o2) (Clear ?o1)
(not (Clear ?o2))

(HandEmpty))
)

Fig. 11. Retrieving a target object (blue) from a cluttered scene with many
obstacles. (a) Experiment with UR10 robot and 16 objects. (b) Experiment with
UR10 robot and 20 objects.

Here, an action consists of a set of parameters :param-
eters, the conjunctive boolean preconditions :precondi-
tion that must be satisfied for the action to be executed, and the
conjunctive Boolean effects:effect that describe the changes
of the state after executing the action. and, or, not are
Boolean operators. Instead of performing PDDLStream with all
objects, we first perform our task planner to compute candidate
object removal sequences. Then, we treat the removal objects as
movable objects and other objects as fixed obstacles and perform
PDDLStream planning. In this way, we can significantly reduce
the search space and consequently the computational complexity
by combining our task planner specific for the target retrievial
with and the general PDDLStream.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present some details of the implementation,
experiment environments, and the performance of our algorithm
on different tasks.

A. Implementation

We have implemented our algorithm on a PC running Linux.
The performance is measured on a PC with a 2.9 GHz Intel
Core i7 CPU and 16 GB memory. We use Bi-directional RRT
(Bi-RRT) to compute the motion planning for the robot. In our
algorithm, we set T = 1000 and Traise = 100. When comparing
different planners, we limit the maximum planning time to 1
min and consider a planning instance unsuccessful if the time is
running out. The target object only moves when the robot’s end-
effector grasps it, so the radius of the footprint circle of the target
object rb in our simulations is set according to the end-effector
size and the target object size rb = rg + rf , where rg is the
radius of the target object and rf is the thickness of the gripper
finger. The radius of the footprint circle with different grippers
is given in Appendix A. We build the simulation environment
and compute collision detection using PyBullet [49].

B. Experiments With Our Planner

We test our planner with multiple scenarios with different
numbers (12, 16, 20, respectively) of objects to investigate the
planning performance. As shown in Figs. 1 and 11, we use
cylinders to represent the objects, where the radius and height
of cylinder are randomly sampled between [3.5 cm, 4.0 cm]
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TABLE II
PLANNING RESULT OF OCCLUSION EXPERIMENTS. WE USE A 6-DOF UR10

ROBOT TO TEST OUR ALGORITHM

Fig. 12. Comparison between different initial values of L with UR10 robot.
(a) The planning time. (b) The number of removed objects (including the target
object).

and [24 cm, 29 cm], respectively. Objects are randomly and
uniformly placed on the table without any collisions. The size
of the cabinet changes from 0.9 m × 0.6 m × 0.5 m to 1.2 m ×
0.7 m × 0.5 m for three scenarios. We use a Universal Robot
10 (UR10) with 6 DoFs to accomplish the task and the parallel
gripper set on UR10 is a DH AG-95 gripper. The robot cannot
reach the target without removing the blocked objects. For each
task, we measure the number of removed objects, the total
planning time, the number of iterations, and the success rate. We
generate 20 instances of object distribution and run 20 times for
each instance to collect quantitative performance measurements
that are summarized in Table I.

We found the initial value of the exploration limitLwill affect
the algorithm performance. Fig. 12 shows the comparison be-
tween differentL values. Among the three ways to set the initial
values (L = 1, L = |ng.NodeCol| and L = |O|), the planner
starting with L = 1 can compute a path with the fewest average
number of collision obstacles because it uses more samples with
fewer collision obstacles to explore the scene. However, this also
increases the planning time due to the more iterations before
finding a feasible path. For the choice L = |ng.NodeCol|, we
use the size of NodeCol of the goal node as the initial value.
This requires reachability checking for the target object before
planning, i.e., computing the minimum number of collision
obstacles when the robot directly grasps the target object, which
is a tighter lower bound of the number of objects eventually
removed than L = 1. Thus, starting from L = |ng.NodeCol|,
we can reduce iteration number and save the planning time,
but the average number of collision obstacles to be removed is
larger than L = 1 because the regions reachable with a small
number of collision obstacles are not sufficiently sampled. The
choiceL = |O|means all paths to the goal node can be treated as
valid, and we plan a motion without considering obstacles. This
method does not have the incremental iteration step. Instead, it
directly finds a path to the goal and then checks the feasibility

Fig. 13. Number of nodes in the roadmapM and the retrieval graph G. We
show the changes of node numbers and the ratio between the numbers of M
nodes and G nodes during sampling iterations. This experiment uses a UR10
robot to retrieve the target from 12 objects.

Fig. 14. (a) Ratios between the numbers ofM nodes and G nodes for different
experiments during sampling iterations. (b) The average number of samples and
planning time for experiments with different number of objects. The x-axis is
the number of objects in the cluttered scene and the number of objects that need
to be removed to retrieve the target object.

of the collision obstacles along the path. This method takes the
least time to find the path to the target object in most cases, but
it may take more time to replan in some cases due to unexpected
robot-obstacle collisions. This method removes more objects
than the other two choices.

Our task planner uses the retrieval graphG to accelerate update
efficiency by clustering the roadmap nodes and reducing the
node number. We show the benefits of using the retrieval graph
by comparing node numbers ofM and G during the iterations
in Fig. 13, where the experiment is to retrieve the target from 12
objects using a UR10 robot. We demonstrate the ratio of the node
number ofM to the node number of G during the iterations. We
can find that the ratio goes up quickly in the early stage, which
means that the collision regions of the target object can be repre-
sented with fewer retrieval graph nodes. After generating more
samples and performing feasibility checking, we need more
retrieval graph nodes to collect the robot’s grasp and motion
planning failures. We further demonstrate the ratios in multiple
scenarios with different numbers of objects in Fig. 14(a). We
find that the complex scenario with a large number of ob-
jects needs more retrieval graph nodes than simpler scenarios.
Fig. 14(b) also shows the number of samples generated to find
the object retrieval sequence and the planning times in different
situations.
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TABLE III
PLANNING RESULT OF MOBILE MANIPULATION TASK. WE USE A PR2 ROBOT

AND TEST OUR ALGORITHM WITH DIFFERENT EXPLORATION LIMIT VALUES L

C. Occlusion and Unobservable Target Pose

In this experiment, we test our occlusion planner with three
scenarios that include 12, 16, and 20 objects, respectively. Each
object is occluded by the object in front of it and the target object
pose is unobservable to the robot. We use a 6-DOF UR10 robot
arm with a suction gripper to manipulate objects and the results
are summarized in Table II. In each iteration, our planner finds
paths that satisfy the exploration limit and then tries to remove
objects along the path to find new objects that were occluded.
The procedure of trying to grasp and manipulate objects that are
not in the final object removal sequence would take extra time
cost, and thus the occlusion planner is slower than our basic
TAMP algorithm working in a known scene.

D. Experiment With Mobile Manipulation

In this experiment, we test our planner with the mobile manip-
ulation task, with the results summarized in Table III. As shown
in Fig. 9(a), we randomly place 20 objects on the table, including
the target object, and use a PR2 robot to retrieve the target object.
We initially put the robot on one side of the table, lock its right
arm and only allow the left arm to manipulate objects. The PR2
robot can manipulate objects from any direction around the table.
If the robot tries to retrieve the target from the initial position,
it needs to remove at least two objects, as shown in Fig. 9(b)
and (c). If the robot relocates to another side of the table, it can
retrieve the target object by removing only one object, as shown
in Fig. 9(d).

E. Experiment With PDDLStream

In this experiment, we incorporate our planner with PDDL-
Stream planning to complete complex tasks. As shown in Fig. 10,
an object is placed on top of two objects located in front of the
target object. We use a UR10 robot and test in two scenarios
that contain 4 and 8 objects, respectively. The additional objects
in Fig. 10(b) other than those in Fig. 10(a) shall not affect the
robot’s final action sequence. The optimal manipulation strategy
for both scenarios is to remove the object placed on top of
two objects and then remove one of the two objects in front
of the target. Compared with the original PDDLStream method,
our planner first computes candidate object removal sequences
and then uses them as input of PDDLStream, which helps
PDDLStream focus on a small range of objects even though the
number of objects in Fig. 10(b) is more than Fig. 10(a). Thus,
the planning time of our method increases more slowly than the
original PDDLStream when the number of objects in the scene
increases, with the results summarized in Table IV.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON RESULT WITH PDDLSTREAM. WE TEST TWO SCENES WITH

DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF OBJECTS AND MEASURE

AVERAGE PLANNING TIME

Fig. 15. Comparison with the state-of-the-art algorithm. (a) Average time. (b)
The number of removed objects (including the target object).

F. Comparisons

We compare our method with the state-of-the-art method [3].
The method proposed in [3] constructed a traversability graph to
represent the movable paths of objects in the cluttered environ-
ment. They construct the graph by choosing the largest object
and then move the largest object between all objects to see if
there is a collision-free path between two object poses. If the
path exists, the planner connects two related objects and adds an
edge to the graph. After preconstructing the graph, they search
in the graph to find a feasible path to the target. Compared to
this method, we do not need to handle all objects in the scenario
and check collision detection between all object pairs, which is a
highly time-consuming process, especially when the number of
objects is large. We compare our planner with the experiments
of Case I in [3]. We set benchmark scenes with the same object
numbers and a robot arm with the same degree of freedom. We
use a 6-DOF robot and test on three scenes with 12, 16, 20
objects, respectively. We set the initial value of the exploration
limit L = 1 and the results are shown in Fig. 15. Our planner
takes shorter planning time than [3] with a time reduction of
24.6%, 10.9%, and 21.3% on three scenes respectively. Our
planner also manipulates fewer objects than [3]. In particular,
the average numbers of removed objects in the three benchmark
scenes are reduced by 16.1%, 3%, and 8.8%, respectively. Our
algorithm also provides a higher success rate because our planner
can quickly collect failure from motion planning and feedback
it to the task planner.

Furthermore, to compare the performance of our method
with [3] in handling a large number of objects in cluttered
scenes, we test on the scene with 100 objects. In this task, the
robot needs to remove at least 10 objects to retrieve the target
object. Table V shows the results. Our method takes a longer
task planning time than [3] since the cost of constructing the
roadmap by sampling and updating the retrieval graph in our
method is more than the cost of constructing the traversability
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TABLE V
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR METHOD (L = 1) AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

METHOD [3] IN HANDLING THE LARGE NUMBER OF OBJECTS. WE USE A

6-DOF UR10 ROBOT AND |O| = 100.

We test on the scene with the minimum |Or | = 10. We run each algorithm 10
times and report the mean (std) of the performance.

graph and search paths in [3]. However, [3] takes a longer motion
planning time than our method. The motion planning in [3]
is to check whether the objects in the searched path could be
manipulated by the robot. If an object cannot be manipulated
due to robot-obstacle collisions, the edge that connects to the
object in the path will be deleted from the graph and then replan
a new path over the updated graph. However, replanning does
not consider important information like which specific obstacle
blocks robot’s motion. The planner needs to replan multiple
times to find the successful path. Thus, the number of planning
sequences of [3] is larger than our method and they takes a lot of
time to perform motion planning to check whether sequences are
feasible. Our planner uses the retrieval graph to collect collision
feedback and efficiently replan from failures, so we have fewer
replanning times, shorter motion planning time, and manipulates
fewer objects than [3].

To investigate the quality of our result, we compare our
method with a brute-force search method. The brute-force search
object retrieval will check all the possible combinations of
removing obstacles, including different subsets of obstacles
and in different orders. Although very time-consuming, it can
provide the optimal solution for object retrieval. In this ex-
periment, we use a 6-DOF UR10 robot to retrieve the target
object from three scenes all with 16 objects. But these scenes
have different numbers of minimum objects to be removed
for successful retrieval (2, 3, 4, respectively). For our method,
since it is randomized, we run it 20 times for each scene to
collect performance measurements, and the mean and standard
variance for the numbers of retrieval objects and planning time
are shown in Table VI. We can see that our result is close to the
optimal solution in terms of the number of retrieval objects, but
our planning time is significantly shorter than the brute-force
search.

G. Implementation With Physical Robot

We validate our planner with a real-world example using a
physical robot. As shown in Fig. 1(b), we test our planner with a
7-DoF Franka Panda robot arm. We place 12 bottles on a shelf,
and the positions of bottles are the same as distribution in the
simulation. In order to retrieve the target bottle, the robot has to
remove two bottles that block robot manipulation motion.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR METHOD (L = 1) AND THE BRUTE-FORCE

SEARCH METHOD IN BOTH THE NUMBER OF OBJECTS TO BE REMOVED

AND THE TIME REQUIRED

We use a 6-DOF UR10 robot and |O| = 16. We test on three scenes with the minimum
|Or | = 2, 3, and 4. For each scene, we run each algorithm 20 times and report the
mean (std) of the performance.

Fig. 16. Snapshot of the target object retrieval process with non-prehensile
and prehensile actions. (a), (b) Pushing the bottle to a collision-free position
using non-prehensile action. (c) Picking the bottle in front of the target object
as there does not have valid goal positions for pushing. (d) Retrieving the target
object using prehensile manipulation.

Fig. 17. Radius of the bounding cylinder of the target object with different
grippers. (a) For the gripper with a large base, we set half of the base length
rbase as the radius of bounding cylinder rb. (b) For the gripper without a large
base, rb is equal to the radius of the target rg plus finger thickness rf .

We integrate our algorithm with a nonprehensile action (push-
ing) to further improve operational efficiency, as shown in
Fig. 16. After computing the sequence of objects to be removed,
we collect collision-free sampling poses that locate around
removal objects and have no collision with the swept volume
of the robot motions. If these poses can be reached with the
nonprehensile action, we can use this non-prehensile action to
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replace pick-and-place action. Please watch the supplementary
video for the manipulation process.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a sampling-based TAMP solution to retrieve the
target object occluded by many other objects. Our method
incrementally constructs a roadmap and a retrieval graph that
represents the manipulation collision states. Our solution can
efficiently determine the object removal order and plan a series
of collision-free manipulation motions for the robot. Our algo-
rithm can handle both known and occlusion scenes and mobile
manipulation. We demonstrated our experimental results both in
simulation and physical environments. Compared to the state-of-
the-art, we observed up to 24.6% performance improvement in
terms of TAMP time. Moreover, our method is probabilistically
complete.

Our algorithm has a few limitations. First, we assume the
objects are near-cylindrical. We use cylinders to represent these
objects and prespecified grasp poses for these models. Second,
we assume the gripper could grasp the object firmly. For future
work, we would like to extend our algorithm to handle objects
with various geometric shapes. It is also challenging and in-
teresting to handle dynamic environments. Moreover, we would
like to investigate parallel and GPU-based algorithms to achieve
real-time performance.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we copy some important Lemma and theo-
rem as well as their proofs in [4] using our terminology to make
our paper self-contained.

Lemma A.1: LetP = 〈n0,n1, . . . ,nt〉 be any path in G start-
ing at n0 = ns. Then the size of the subset at nt computed by
the greedy algorithm is no more than

|n0.NodeCol|+
t∑

i=1

|ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol|. (4)

Proof: Let S0, . . . , St denote PathCol obtained at
n0, . . . ,nt by greedy search. Define the partial sums
k0 = |n0.NodeCol|, k1 = k0 + |n1.NodeCol \ n0.NodeCol
|, . . . , kt = kt−1 + |nt.NodeCol \ nt−1.NodeCol|. We can
prove that |Si| ≤ ki by induction on i. The base case with i = 0
is true by definition. Now consider the subset Si−1 reached
at ni−1 and make the inductive assumption |Si−1| ≤ ki−1.
Because Si−1 also contains ni−1.NodeCol, the search would
add precisely |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol| elements to Si−1
if it took the candidate edge from ni−1 to ni. The greedy
search has the option of traversing the edge ni−1 → ni, and
will not choose an edge into ni that produces a larger subset.
So, we have Si ≤ |Si−1|+ |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol| ≤
ki−1 + |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol| = ki as desired. By
induction this inequality holds for all i. �

Theorem A.1: The solution computed by the greedy algorithm
is optimal on the retrieval graph G if there exists a path P from
ns to nt with PathCol cover S� such that each obstacle in S�

enters into P at most once. Here, “entering” means that for any

i ∈ S�, the set of vertices along P for which i lies in their cover
form a connected subsequence.

Proof: Number the vertices of such a path P = 〈n0, . . . ,nt〉
on the retrieval graph G. The size of the covers of each
prefix of P form a nondecreasing sequence 〈k0, . . . , kt〉
for which k0 = |ns.NodeCol|, where ns = n0, and kt =
|S�|. The single entry assumption shows that ki+1 − ki =
|ni+1.NodeCol \ ni.NodeCol|. Now consider theSt obtained at
nt by greedy search. By the Lemma A.1, |St| ≤ |n0.NodeCol|+∑t

i=1 |ni.NodeCol \ ni−1.NodeCol| = kt = |S�|. Since |S�|
is optimal, St ≥ |S�|, and hence |St| = |S�| as desired. �

APPENDIX B

In this appendix, we give a brief introduction of the radius
of the bounding circle for different types of grippers. As shown
in Fig. 17, some grippers like Franka Panda have a large base,
which affects object movements when the object is grasped by
the gripper. Thus, we set half of the base length rbase as the radius
of bounding circle rb for this case. For the gripper without a large
base, the radius of the target object is rb = rg + rf , where rg
is the radius of the target object and rf is the thickness of the
gripper finger.
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